Selective proliferation of gamma delta T lymphocytes exposed to high doses of ionomycin.
The alpha beta T cell repertoire is primarily shaped in the thymus. However, extrathymic positive selection has been demonstrated for many gamma delta T cell clonotypes. This latter type of selection is the result of a peripheral clonal expansion which could be facilitated by special physiological properties of gamma delta T cells, distinguishing them from most alpha beta T cells. In studying the behavior of T cells under conditions of polyclonal activation, we noticed a differential sensitivity between alpha beta and gamma delta T cells to strong stimulatory signals. When induced with high doses of ionomycin, a large fraction of peripheral gamma delta T cells and a small fraction of alpha beta T cells are able to proliferate exponentially while most alpha beta T cells die. This phenomenon appears to be related to intracellular regulation of high concentrations of cytosolic Ca2+. The ability to proliferate under strong stimulatory conditions is a striking feature of many peripheral gamma delta T cells but not of gamma delta thymocytes. In general, T cells selected in the periphery by clonal expansion might be characterized by resistance to strong stimuli and typically, by their ability to "handle" higher concentrations of free cytoplasmic calcium.